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DATE:

THE MAY MEETING
Friday, May 13, 1983

TIME:

6:30 PM

PLACE:

Harry ' s Ho fbr au, itt PALO ALTO _r- take the
Embarcadero t~-off torward Palo Alto Airport.

PROGRAM:

THE FIRST KINGMAN REEF DXpedition -- Slides; with
commentary from all of the original GANG:
W6RJ - Bob Ferrero; W60AT - Rusty Epps; N6RJ Jim Rafferty; and WB600L - Pete Graboski.

7:30 PM -- Dinner

-- Cocktails

***********************************
NOTES FROM THE PREZ:
The Thirty-fourth DX Convention is now history. For those of us
who attended it was one &~ remember. Many of the greats of the DXing
world were there as program speakers and many more were in the audience.
The success of the ftm.ction is directly attributable to the efforts
of all of the members of our fine convention committee. On behalf of
the whole membership let me congratulate them on a job very well done.
Many novel and creative improvements were incorporated this year.
Hopefully they will be improved upon and used again in future years,
that way "THE LAST ONE" will always be the best.

·~

KUDOS to the following Committee Chairman and their helpers:
CONVENTION: BILL ZACHMAN ••••••••••••••
W6TPH
FOOD:
LOU BEAUDET •••••••••••••••••• K6TMB
PRIZES:
BRUNO BIENENFELD ••••••••••••• AA6AD
PROGRAM:
JAY O'BRIEN ••••••••••••••• e • • W6GO
PUBLICITY:
NORM BROOKS •••••••••••••••••• K6FO
REGISTRATION: STEVE THOMAS ••••••••••••••• N6ST
o ••

Eric - W6DU

______________________________

[

~

P. 0. Box ZOZ5

Ca•tro Vaney; . Cdifoniia 94c;41,

KUWAIT- Persian Gulf- March 17 1 1983
Dear Friends,
This is a report on the YASME DX-PEDITIONS to HZL&B, Saudia
Arabia, and 9K2QL, Kuwait. We visited HZlLA and HZlTC in the Capital
City of Riyadh, which is a large modern city. It is unusual in that
it is not uncommon to see stores closed but many items that they sell
left in front of the store unguarded. Also, stores can occasionally
be found open with no attendant present. One reason for this is that
the people are very religious, and, secondly, if a thief is caught,
his hand is cut off! We also visited HZlAB in Dhahran. There are
30 operatores there, and they agreed to let us make a YASME DXpedition
for the two days of the ARRL International CW DX Contest, 19 and 20
February 1983. We m~de some 1500 QSOs in that period, with four of
the regular operators\ helping. All QSLs for HZlAB for these two days
ga to YASME.
Next we went to Kuwait whezewe were extremely fortunate to receive
the special call 9K2QL. This is the only special call issued to
visiting amateHrs in a long while. The first few days we stayed at
the Marriott Hotel, which is a ship like the Queen Mary in California.
The problem of operating there was that the port holes could not be
opened and there was no way to get the coax line into the stateroom.
We finally moved to one of the Chalets nearby. We convinced the
manager that our 3-element beam would be a desireable addition to the
sw~ing pool and garden area of his 5-star hotel.
We made 6,500
QSOs with amateurs in 125 countries from 9K2QL.
Our last operation before returning to the USA will be from Jordan
using Lloyd's call sign JY8KG.
AMMAN, JORDAN - April 5, 1983
We have now completed our operation as JY8KG in Jordan. We made
8,500 QSOs with amateurs in 131 countries.
We have also now completed one-half year of operation in East
Africa and the Middle East, and, this month, we are returning to the
USA to be on the program at the Joint Meeting of the Northern and
Southern California DX Clubs at Visalia, CA and at the Dayton Hamvention
in Dayton, Ohio. We made approximately 50,000 QSOs during the last
half years operation as J20DU, G5ACI/AA, W6KG/A4, W6KG/A7, HZlAB,
9K2QL, and JY8KG.
We have visited all of the Arab countries of the world except
Iraq. Without exception, the top communication officials in the Arab
countries have an understanding of amateur readio and are favorable
toward it. When amateur radio operation is not premitted it is
usually due to objection on the part of the security officials. If,
and when, fighting and political tensions diminish, we can expect
more amateur radio operation.
Before we departed the USA last year, we planned our last stop
to be in Jordan. We have not been disappointed. Due to the effort
of JYl, His Majesty King Hussein I, and a group of dedicated radio
amateurs in Jordan, there is a very active Royal Jordanian Radio
Amateur Society of Jordan. They have a beautiful club house and a
first-class ' amateur station. Qualified visiting radio amateurs
may apply for permission to operate the club station.
(Con't bottom of Page 3)
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MINUTES BoD MEETING-- April 4, 1983

r

The meeting was held at W6VG' s home and Eric, W6DU, began things
at 7:15pm. Those present include W6DU, W6GO, K6RK, W6VG, K6DC,
K6UD, W6TPH and WB6UC.
K6UD gave a report on jamming. He and several board members
attended the NARC meetiny. Expenditure of club funds for the problem
came up as well and N6AN s letter asking why club funds could not be
used. It was pointed out by K6RK that the club balance is not plush
when you consider the club's commitements. The decision was to continue solicitation of money. Eric asked W6GO to propose to the board
a set of repeater ethics and W6VG a set of hf operating ethics.
W6TPH reported the convention committee is set for the event with
good attendance in propsect and a fine program in place. Bill and the
whole. committee were highly commended for the fine planning and their
communication with the board during the development of convention
·
plans. It looks good for a super c·onvention.
W6GO presented a proposal to define the records manager job
(N6AUS) for inclusion in the Procecures Manual since a club database
has become indispensable. It was so voted to incorpCI:" ate this proposal.
N6BLN requested $39.95 for a waxer to use in the process of publishing the DXer Bulletin. It was approved.
Four names were suggested for the nominating committee and Eric
will appoint two from t~ list and they will select a third member
for the elections coming up.
The need for an early appointment of a/ picnic chairman was stressed
since the picnic locale must be tied down early. N6RC, Dick Crouch,
was suggested.
Eric W6DU, said he needs speakers/program ideas for the coming
meetings.
K6PKO submitted a request to be excused from attending the meeting
for his first reading since he lives in Fresno and cannot drive at
night. It was approved and he will be so notified.
Same discussion came up on the DXer of the Year awards and
clarification of the award attempted.
K6DC reported that we can get 100 club pins made for $150 and
asked that we suggest colors and a size. Bud Bain, W6WB, who did the
art work will be asked to help with that.
Liability insurance for the officers came in too high on the bid
so the idea was abandoned.
The secretary was directed to order badges for all charter members
in a blue background and white letters.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:20pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Josephine Clarke, WB6ZUC

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

YASME

Con' t :

We plan to remain in the USA for several months, and then
resume our travels and operation as the YASME World Wide DXpedition
later this year. We will be pleased to show slides and talk about
the YASME DXpeditions at any meetings or radio clubs desiring our
appearance.
LLOYD COLVIN
IRIS COLVIN
73 es 88
W6~
W6QL ~
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MINUTES of NCDXC MEETING -- APRIL 9, 1983
The April meeting of the NCDXC was held in Palo Alto at Harry's
Hofbrau on 8 April and was called to order by W6DU, Eric at 7:30pm.
The next program will feature the original Kingman Reef crew.
Compltmentary tickets to Semicon were offered by N6NLG, Gordon.
Eric announced that the nominating committee will include W6SC
and W6ERS and they will appoint a third member.
W6BJH was congratulated for gaining the Honor Roll and 5 band
DXCC. Ted said it took htm fram 1949 to now to do the job. He bought
the compltmentary wine for the members who attended this meeting.
Eric asked K6DC to start the round table as tm club used to do
in the early days with each of the 58 attendees standing up to tell
about DX experiences either old or new. The result was to make one
appreciate how many potential stand up comedians we have in the club.
K6KG and W6QL made a grand ent:rance and then told about a few
of their experiences. Generally, "Security" is what stops ham radio
in countries such as the Sudan, Ethiopia, Somaliland, UA Emirates
of No and So Yemen they said.
W6DU then went on the old business with N6ST saying that he has
mailed the cont&st logs and that 500 registrations are in as of this
date.
"l,
W6GO announced the final program for the convention.
AA6AD said the prizes amount to ~6400 and include a TS9 OS for
main prize, IC730 registration prize,fl 430S gen cov.rig, a KLM KT34A
and a 2 el 40 meter beam.
K6DC announced that a "DXer of the Year" will be awarded.
K6UD said that he has received only $275 in donations so far
which is disappointing. Work on jamming will continue.
N6RC will be the picnic chairman for this fall.
A first reading was given for K6PKO.
A second reading was given for K6DB who was voted in unantmously.
Welcome Lee and we trust you will enjoy membership.
K6RK gave the trasurer's report saying we are solvent though we
have many obligations ahead for the convention.
Under New Business Jtm, K6LM, made a motion the board consult the
membership before committing us to Visalia again. The motion was passed.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:10.
Respectfully submitted,
Josephine Clarke, WB6ZUC

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
CLUB ROSTER UPDATES:
NEW MEMBER:

W6DB
Lee

REINSTATED MEMBER

DELETE

(E)

W6EMD
Dave

L V Krutz , 48457 Cereus Ct., Fremont, CA
94539, Home Phone (415) 657-7248, Bus (408)
743-3826
(A) David D Meacham, 206 Frances Lane
Redwood City, CA 94062, Home Phone (4!5)
369-2633, Bus (415) 494-6444.

business phone number for W6HXY.

CALL SIGN CHANGE:

WA6YXP is now KF6QO
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DX NEWS
ALBANIA - ZA (submitted by OH2BH -"FOR D1MEDIATE RELEA.SE")
The long term project to establish amateur radio in
Albania is moving, but slowly. The first leg was to invite
two Albanians to Finland for basic amateur training and
to have them accept the amateur gear donated to one of
their educational institutes.
The Albanians will be coming to Finland in early May and
the course will be organized through the Finnish society
and is sponsored by Axel, OH5NW, the league president,
Martti Laine, OH2BH, Finnish-Albania league and the leading
DX Foundations. The gear may go with them in May or June
along with the Finnish group who is planning to conduct a
short training course for them in Tirana.
Patience is required since no immediate activity is
expected for some time. But it may be coming and it will
be on a permanent basis. The OH-group is operating through
many channels, with the most promising one being UNESCO HQ.
AlAND IS - OH0 - OHt'BH will operate non-stop from Aland Island,
starting Saturday May 7th at 2000 GMT until May 8th at
2000 GMT. Normal frequencies.
MALPELO - HK0TU - Members of the L.C.R.A. (Liga Colombiana de
Radioaficionados) will operate for 5 days from Malpelo
Island,- Colombia, sometime during October 1983. Normal
DX frequencies, plus experiments will be conducted on
146.460 KHz; also satellite operations. Word is the
German or ·Colombian Navy (no sure which} will be operating
in the area and arrangements have been made to have abe
navy helicopter a team of DXers to the top of the mountain
on Malpelo for operation. This will greatly aid in the
W6 area. G-O N-.A-V-Y.

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
COULD IT BE?????
Hal - N6AN
I was gazing out the window admiring my TOYO~ sitting idly in the driv
way. Suddenly, my 2 mtr !COM blared," •. XYZ/ •• C is on 14023." I wondered what the full call sign was. Oh well I'll find out when I work him.
I immediately turned off the PANASONIC stereo, the lilting melody of
Madame Butterfly abruptly came to an end, as the YAMAHA speakers went
silent. I turned on the KENWOOD, tuned up on 20 and adjusted the TOKYO
tuner for maximum output. I hastily put on the AKA! headphones and
quickly gulped down the remainder of my KIRIN beer. While spinning the
dial on the KENWOOD I quickly noted the time on my CASIO clock. I
hastily scribbled 1742Z on a piece of rice paper with my FUJIKAMA ball
point pen. I am now tuned on 14023, I hear the pile-up but no DX
station. I reach for the rotator lever, the EMO~TOR 103-AR groans as
my TET beam turns toward Africa. There is the DX station, weak but
readable. It was JA3XYZ/3C telling the pile-up to go up between 40 &
60. I tuned to 14047.8, gave him one call and he immediately came back
with a 599.
To this day l can't understand how I broke the ~ile-u~
so easily. MAYBE! •••••••••• COULD IT BE?? ••••••••••••••• NAAH! • ! ! ! ! ! • !
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#@"'??

BUT OFFICER #@'"#WE HAVE A LICENSE ?"?"?"?

(Ed-Note: With the saddening results of the SPRATLY Is DXpedition
and the loss of two of our fellow amateurs, we though you might
enjoy the accO\mt of an expedition taken by a member of the DXer
staff same 23 years ago. A rather routine DXpedition with a not
so routine ending.)
The following announcement appeared in the Sept 14, 1960, #110
issue of the DX - the weekly amateur radio news mag~
XE0ANP

OPERATION STARTS SATURDAY

"Len Geraldi, K6ANP (1500 Cayuga Ave, San Francisco 12, Calif),
phoned "DX" early this week that he plans to be on the air as XE01NP
starting this coming Saturday, September 17, from Ensenada1 Baja Calif,
Mexico, for about 13 days. He will operate CW only on 700~, 7033,
14016 and 14066 kc., using a 50 watt transmitter.
This would not appear to be too remarkable a DXpedition, except for
hundreds of overseas DX operators who need zone #6 for WAZ, if it werent
for the sad fact that this may be our last chance to woe
0
prefix for a long t~e to come. Effective December 31, 1960 e are
informed, the Mexican Government will withdraw the gene
privilege •
of permitting American nationals to operate amateur radio within the
borders of Mexico. This was c:onfirmed by XElBT, who visited the ARRL
Convention at Indianapolis last weekend, and who was interviewed by our
Assistant Editor, W40MW. It is believed this privilege retraction has
been caused by the worsening political situation in Latin America.
XElBT expressed hope that this would be only a temporary measure •••••• "
Equipped with a Drake 1-A receiver, Gonset G66-B Receiver, Gonset
Commander Xmtr, Home Brew SOW Xmtr, and a Webster Band Spanner, Len
K6ANP and his friend Doug Murray W6HVN (1978 Clipperton DXpedition)
set off for Ensenada, Mexicao. Plans were to operate from Len's car,
at a fixed location in Ensenada. For the first three days the operation
went off without a hitch. T-H-E-N on the fourth day, while in the
middle of a heaVy run, they heard a knock on the car window and looked
up into the face of an apparently distressed Mexican Police Officer.
In broken english the officer inquired as to what they were doing. Len
attempted to give a brief explanation and ~ediately produced his
Mexican permit. The officer took the permit, instructed Len and Doug
to get out of the car, and then he got into the back seat. After a few
minutes he instructed Len and Doug to get back into the car and to
follow his assistant, in the police car, to headquarters. Upon arrival
at police headquarters Len and Doug ~ediately took stock of their
assets, as they figured their bail would be what ever they had with them
The police officers were apparently discussing the case with their
superior and after some t~e had elapsed, the gentleman approached Len
and Doug. He was very appol~getic and he returned their permit and told
them they were free to go. II@"' BUT OFFICER, //:@"' WE HAVE THIS PERMIT,
and we showed it to the police officer W-H-Y did he brings down here.
Again the superior was appologetic and stated, "You have to understand,
the officer can't read ..•..•.•••••..••.••••
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DARKNESS AT NOON: HOW GOES THE IONOSPHERE?

Lou Berman, K6BW

An excellent opportunity to study the effext of a solar eclipse

upon radio communications will be afforded DXers on June 11, 1983.
On that day, a total eclipse of the sun lasting up to five minutes
with a maximum track width of 120 miles will take place over
Southeast Asia. The path of tatality begins at sunrise in the
middle of the Indian Ocean, sweeps northeastward and first touches
land on the southwestern coast of Java at about 11:30 AM, local time;
it then continues over Celebes at noon and an hour later it passess
over the southeastern tip of New· Guinea. It ends at sundown over
water northeast of the eastern coast of Australia. Of particular
interest will be the changes in propagation in the D and E ionospheric
layers involving 160, 80, 40, and 30 meters since their associated
ionospheric regions undergo the greatest variation. Changes in the
F1 and F2 regions involving the higher bands, while less affected,
sliould not be ignored.
One favorable observing site is in Java at Yogiakarta, Magelang,
Surakarta, Tuban, and Surabaya, where the sun will be at an altitude
of about 60° and toward the north; mid-eclipse time is around 0430Z;
duration of totality close to five minutes. Two other places are
in the Celebes at Ujung Pandang with a mid-eclipse time of 0500Z
and duration of totality, sm 06s, and at Port Moresby, New Guinea
with a mid-eclipse time of 0603Z and duration of totality, ~ 17s.
Club members are urged to make known the circumstances of the
eclipse to radio amateurs in Japan, Australia, Phillipine Islands,
and other nearby regions in the hope that same of them will record
the event in analog or digital form. Continous recording is
necessary due to the very rapid fluctuations that are apt to occur
when the moon's shadow blocks the sunlight and same similarity to
dawn/dusk conditions prevail due to loss of ionization in the lower
ionospheric levels.
It so happens that the eclipse takes place at .the time of the club's
June 10 meeting between approximately 9 and 10 PM PDST. It is
recommended that our club president, Eric, W6DU appoint a coordinator
to monitor the club's repeater station and report to the membership
if anything of interest is heard on the air. Operations should
begin at least one-half hour before eclipse time and continue for
some time thereafter to see if there are any delaying phenomena in
the ionosphere.

*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*
ELECTIONS IN JUNE
Officer elections are coming up June lOth.
has been appointed.

A nominating committee

DEADLINE FOR THE JUNE DXer
Contributions for the June DXer should be received by May 27th.
We have a great need for articles.
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ANTENNA boom and rotating device may be made of PVC pipe and a Tee .
------- Note that diodes at center of dipoles are reversed from the
other element. Each dipole is made of two 19 in~ pieces of 1/4" or
3/8" aluminum tubing. (an old broken TV antenna ??)
Transmitting into the antenna with more than a couple of
watts will destroy the 914 diodes.
TONE will be heard when a carrier is present.
A very sharp null
---- is noticed off either side as the antenna is rotated. The 555
device draws about 6 mills when turned on.

ED-NOTE:

We hope the above simplified version of last montm diagram
will be of assistance. Unfortunately the diagram we received
with last months article just did not print clearly.
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THE HAM MART
RADIO OUTLET
999 Howard Ave.
Burlingame, CA 94563
(415) 342-5757
HA~

HAM RADIO OUTLET
2811 Telegraph Ave.
Oakland, CA 94609
(415) 451-5757

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST
AMATEUR RADIO INVENTORY
*** Authorized Kenwood Dealer ***
Be first in the pileup ....
get it at Ham Radio Outlet

WHY CONTESTING
Very few are born contesters! Conte·sting is a learned skill!
Many amateurs cnnot fathom someone sitting for 36 hours (with
minimum breaks) working a contest. Sounds too much like work.
We will condede that to be good at something takes a personal
commitment, an serious or not, contest operation can be good
for you and for our hobby.
First, contest operation improves operating efficiency. Leisurely
ragchewing is certainly fun, but it doesn't help the speed and
accuracy of operation. If you are called upon to operate under
emergency conditions, you will need both speed and accuracy.
In same situations, you might get only one chance to copy a
piece of information that is of vital importance.
Contesting allows you to determine how good an operator you are.
By participating you learn crisp operation, no wasted words,
no wasted motion. You learn how to listen and how to organize
your thinking. These are the keys to success in an emergency.
Even if you increase your operating efficiency slightly, you've
helped yourself.
Also, contesting will benefit you by becoming more familiar with
the capabilities of your station. Most equipment is never used
to its full capacity and operating in a contest will pin point
the weak links in your gear. If you get into contesting you will
begin experimenting with ways to make your station more effective
and will learn something teclmical in the process. A secondary
benefit is that you can earn your DXCC and other awards, etc.
But probably the main benefit is the overall improvement in the
skill level of the population. In an emergency, that is of
overwhelming importance. Add to this the f\Dl and keen edge of
excitement provided by competition and that is "Contesting."
(tnx Worldradio/BIARC Bulletin/KH6WT)

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DX CLUB INC., P. 0. Box 608, Menlo Park, CA 94025
The DXer is the bulletin of the NCDXC and is published monthly for the benefit of the club members. Permission to use
any portion of this publication is hereby'granted, provided that credit is given The DXer.

NCDXC OFFICERS
PRESIDENT
VICE PRES
SECRETARY
TREASURER
DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR
DIRECTOR
DXer STAFF

ERIC EDBERG
RON PANTON
JOSEPHINE CLARKE
CHUCK PATTERSON
MERLE PARTEN
STAN KAISEL
JAY O'BRIEN

W6DU
W6VG
WB6ZUC
K6RK
K6DC
K6UD
W6GO

LYLE MEEK
N6BLN
K6ANP
LEN GERALD!
RON PIPES
WB6NBR
KK6X
JIM HICKS
JIM HANLON
I<M6N
Send DXer contributions to:
N6BLN
1469 Lupine Dr. Santa Rosa, CA 95401

DX LADDER
Send reports to:
Chuck Patterson, K6RK, 3101 Withers
Ave, Lafayette, CA 94549

NORTHERN CALLFORNIA DX CLUB, INC.
P.O. Box 608
Menlo Park, California 94025

NCDXC REPEATER:
W6TI/R
TRUSTEE:
Bob Vallio W6RGG
REPEATER COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN:
Charlie KlDilp
W6ZYC
Input Frequency:
14 7. 96 MHz
Output Frequency
147.36 MHz
Suggested Simplex
147.54 MHz
NCDXC THURSDAY NIGHT NET
On W6TI/R Thursdays at 8:00 P.M.
NET CONTROL:
Dave Barton
AF6S
DX NEWS:
Phil Garrahan W6LQC
PROPAGATION:
Al Lotze
W6RQ
WEST LINK:
Jay O'Brien
W6GO
CONTEST NEWS: Steve Thomas
N6ST
SWAP SHOP:
Dick Letrich WB6WKM
QSL INFO:
Jay 0 'Brien
W6GO
NCDXC DX BULLETIN BROADCASTS
W6TI, the NCDXC·Memorial Station
broadcasts DX bulletins each Sunday
at 1800 GMT or Monday at 0200 GMT
on 14 . 002 MHz
W6TI TRUSTEE:
Bob Vallio
W6RGG
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FIRST CLASS
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